HE announcement of the Technology Club in another column shows conclusively the energetic and enterprising character of the men who direct the policy of this institution. The entire project has been conceived, considered, and concluded in the space of a few months. That such determined, decisive action can take place on such an important matter, is sufficient guarantee of the enthusiasm and confidence of its supporters.

The plan seems to us sure of a brilliant success. Men at Technology are ready for such an enterprise, and the noble work of the Faculty and Alumni will meet with a worthy response from the undergraduates. We therefore hail the Technology Club as the first great step toward a higher University life, and prophesy not only success for the plan itself, but a powerful stimulus from it for every other phase of Institute life.

HE Institute Committee has hit upon what seems to be an excellent method of securing the publication of accurate Technology news in the general press. A sub-committee has prepared for a trial a bulletin of items of various sorts which is to be sent to the important daily and weekly journals throughout the country. Very many of the facts thus stated are, it is thought, of sufficient interest to ensure their clipping by newspapers. If this first bulletin proves a success, it is the plan of the faculty to arrange for the preparation of such